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E-VISITORS SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
E-Visitors is project which come as a solution for registration, it is no longer needed to spend your
time on gates for manual registrations, you have no longer to fear about the loss of national ID or
taking tours going and back for picking it in use, because with E-Visitors you are receiving a
package that will help you to register, it is fast and fair. You know what else!? Now your equipment
will be registered too and you will pass anywhere for leaving the place, because the system have
a single server.This will help in entry and exit attendance of visitors /clients with entry
equipment’s.
BACKGROUND OF PROJECT
With the outbreak of COVID-19, the SAN TECH LTD wanted to use their skills to support the
community through the pandemic. SAN TECH LTD noticed that many people still often use physical
registration (writing using a pen and paper) when checking into hotels or signing up for goods and
services. We up with a plan to remove physical touch points for consumers in order to limit the spread
of the virus from person to person. San Tech has recently launched its prototype software, which scans
identity cards and barcodes that can be used by hotels, libraries, institutions, bars and other customerfacing organizations.
WHY THIS SOFTWARE IS USEFUL IN SOCIETY?
Improving the quality of services, reducing the spread of covid-19 through smart technologies,
saving society’s time and money, are our purpose, target and focus. We chose to provide for you
a system that securely keep your data in a way you will no longer be stressed of thinking about
lost information, in a way that you will no longer take too much time to search for the reports hold
in books, we prepared a system that may help any institution for improving also the customer care
services by saving clients’ money and time and even bringing confidentiality and conflict solution.
E-Visitors as a product of SAN Tech Ltd, is a technology that can solve your issues and you remain
thankful for the service, even your customers remain thankful for your services.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND USAGE:
By now we have ended a device which accept scanning Identification card of both visitors and
staffs.This device connected using cable and we are proceeding on working for portable device as
next version of project .

ABOUT ADVERTISMENT:
You have been spending too much time searching for the information about arrived or left visitors
(clients) due to a registration done in books and papers!!?
You have insecurities that your registration system may be one of ways that easily spread
the covid-19 pandemic!!?
Had your security guards ever lost the visitors or clients identities due to the big number of
visitors!!? Have you ever lost information kept in book or papers used on gates or holding stock
information due to not recognizing the date or the book that you have used while recording!!!?
Do you need to find a solution of a good manner of controlling your stock?
SAN Tech Ltd has brought for you a software with smart technology, that help you to only use the
national IDs or the barcodes found on your products or your customers equipment , for you to
manage all that in an easy, fast and smart way.
OUR PARTNERS AND CLIENTS APPROACH
Collaboration and strategic partnerships are fundamental to improving business outcomes. Once
you’ve decided on the type of help your startup needs, you can start looking for the right partners
and Make the Brands of Your projects. Most of the times we use E-visitors during automated

records of all entries and exit in office of SAN TECH LTD. The following are clients we are
approaching and users of system.

Achieving your business technology goals starts with a clear strategy. Whether you are using our
experts to implement your project, we are able to strategize and coordinate all efforts so that each
team involved is aligned with your vision.

SAN TECH LTD “Makes ideas happen”

